In the digital VLSI cycle, a netlist is often modified to correct design errors, perform small specification changes or implement incremental rewiring-based optimization operations. Most existing automated logic rectification tools use a small set of predefined logic transformations when they perform such modifications. This paper first shows that a small set of predefined transformations may not allow rectification to exploit the full potential of the design. Then, it proposes an automated simulation-based methodology to "approximate" Sets of Pairs of Functions to be Distinguished (SPFDs) and avoid the memory/time explosion problem. This representation is used by a SAT-based algorithm that devises appropriate logic transformations to fix a design. The SAT method is later complemented by a greedy one that improves on runtime performance. An extensive suite of experiments documents the added potential of the proposed rectification methodology.
Introduction
In the lifetime of the digital VLSI cycle, a synthesized design is often readjusted to achieve different goals. Logic rectification is required in Design Error Diagnosis and Correction (DEDC) [4] [9] [17] , a procedure that follows verification and debugs an erroneous design to comply with its specification. In DEDC, diagnosis returns a set of candidate error locations while correction applies simple logic transformations on those locations to correct the design. It is also important in some postsynthesis rewiring optimization techniques [16] [18] . These methods modify an already optimized logic implementation (netlist) in an iterative manner to refine it for different constraints such as power, delay, area etc. Logic rectification is also crucial when applying Engineering Changes (EC) [11] . In a typical VLSI design process, specifications may change even at a late stage of the design cycle. Given a correctly designed netlist and its new set of specifications, in EC we are interested in applying a minimal set of modifications so that the design complies to its new set of specifications.
Modern approaches fix a design at some given netlist line(s). This line(s) has been identified using diagnosis [4] [9] [17] [18] and formal synthesis [4] [11] techniques. The permissible set of transformations on this line comes usually from a dictionary model, that is, a small set of predetermined logic transformations such as a single gate type change and/or a single wire addition/deletion. It is evident that the success of dictionary-based logic rectification depends on the ability of the underlying dictionary to accommodate its needs.
Clearly, logic rectification can be viewed as a simpler instance of the general logic synthesis problem. Despite this fact, there are unique reasons for the development of dedicated automated rectification tools. Since existing synthesis tools tend to find a minimal representation of the requested function [13] [14] , they may modify the design significantly, jeopardizing part of the engineering effort invested in it. Also, a full-blown synthesis step may prove to be a resource intensive procedure for a design that needs just a few structural local netlist changes. Dedicated automated tools that restructure the design minimally are desired to preserve the engineering effort and expedite rectification.
In this paper, we first show that dictionary-based rectification may not capture the complete solution space offered by the don't care space of a design. As a result, it may miss opportunities to achieve the specified rewiring, debugging, etc goals. Next, we propose an automated rectification methodology for combinational circuits that does not use a predetermined dictionary model. This methodology defines approximate SPFDs where the results of test vector simulation are used to represent and manipulate SPFDs. SPFDs [19] are a relatively new representation of Boolean functions that provides additional degrees of flexibility during synthesis [5] [16] [19] . Using simulation to approximate them allows one to remain memory efficient while enjoying their benefits. A SAT-based algorithm using approximate SPFDs is described to automate correction with more complex and effective local logic transformations. This algorithm is later complemented by a greedy one that may sacrifice on optimality to improve performance.
Extensive experiments confirm the theoretical results and show that approximate SPFDs provide an effective alternative to dictionary-based rectification sometimes by orders of magnitude. They return modifications where dictionary-based restructuring fails increasing the impact of debugging, rewiring, EC, etc tools. This encourages further researchs in SPFDs as a mean to aid existing methodologies [4] [9] [16] [17] [18] .
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides the motivation, Section 3 discusses SPFDs and Section 4 defines approximate SPFDs. Section 5 builds upon this new concept with an optimal SAT-based resynthesis algorithm and a greedy one. Section 6 presents experiments while the last Section concludes the work.
Motivation
Most logic rectification approaches use transformations from a predetermined dictionary to change a design when correcting it, optimizing it, etc. For instance, in DEDC, some EC instances and diagnosisbased rewiring, the dictionary model of [1] is widely used. This model contains 11 predetermined types of possible logic transformations that involve addition and deletion of single wires and single gates. For example, the "missing inverter" transformation inserts an inverter while "missing gate" adds a 2-input i.e., AND, OR, NAND and NOR gate to the circuit. Equivalently, "missing/extra wire" adds/deletes an existing wire in/from the netlist. Other rewiring techniques [3] [10] also use a finite number of predefined transformation types similar to the ones in [1] .
A predetermined dictionary model, although effective for some instances, may not be adequate when complex transformations are required such as the addition/deletion of several gates and wires. To study the effectiveness of dictionary-based rectification and to motivate the present work, we perform the following experiment. For circuits in the ISCAS'85 suite of benchmarks we introduce an error. A "simple" error involves a change of gate type for a single gate followed by the addition or deletion of some wires in the support of that gate. A "complex" error applies more transformations such as the deletion and addition of many gates and wires in the fan-in cone of a single gate.
In this study, the effectiveness of the general purpose dictionary model in [1] is measured against that of the error equation. The error equation [4] uses formal methods to answer with certainty whether there exists a modification that corrects the design at a specified circuit location. The error equation does not return the actual correction as it merely reports whether some amount of resynthesis may or may not correct that design at the particular location. It achieves this by forming the miter circuitry between the primary outputs of the golden model and the design, introducing a new variable at the candidate location and solving a system of Boolean equations using formal techniques [2] . If the system has a solution for the new variable, this solution also specifies the range of the new function. Otherwise, if it has no solution, no transformation on that location can modify the design to correct it.
1-4244-0630-7/07/$20.00 ©2007 IEEE. Table 1 contains average results from 10 single error experiments for each circuit. Circuits with the suffix "c" are injected with a single complex error while single simple errors are introduced in the remaining circuits, which have the suffix "s". To identify candidate locations for modification we use a path-trace simulation-based diagnosis method [9] that guarantees to return all such single candidate locations. Since this method uses a subset of the complete input test space, it may return a few locations that cannot be corrected but it will never miss a solution, that is, it will return all locations where some form of resynthesis can be applied to correct the design [9] [18] . The second and sixth columns of Table 1 contain the average number of error locations returned by path-trace. The following two columns show the percentage of error locations that can be fixed according to the error equation and according to an exhaustive dictionary-based rectification method [9] .
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It can be seen that, on the average, the dictionary model in [1] fails for as much as half of the cases with simple errors. For example, in circuit c499, the error equation claims that some modification on five locations (76% of 7.1 locations) can rectify the design whereas the dictionary model is successful in only two cases. As shown, the success of the dictionary model diminishes further when more complex resynthesis is required. This is because complex modifications perturb the functionality of the design in ways that simple dictionary-driven transformations may not be able to address. Such modifications, though, are common in today's intricate design environment where errors or changes in the Register-Transfer Level (RTL) necessitates complex local changes in the netlist [11] . Automated logic rectification tools that can address those problems effectively are therefore desirable to increase the impact of the underlying debugging, rewiring, EC, etc engines.
Sets of Pairs of Functions to be Distinguished
SPFDs [19] provide a powerful formalism to express the implementation flexibility of circuit nodes during logic synthesis. An SPFD
denotes a set of pairs of functions that must be distinguished i.e., for each pair (g ia , g ib ) ∈ R, the minterms in g ia must produce a different value from the minterms in g ib at the output of the node (wire) associated with R. R can be represented as a graph G = (V, E) [16] , where
Edges e ∈ E are referred to as SPFD edges. Figure 1 shows the SPFDs at the input and output of a 2-input OR gate. It shows that input a can distinguish (vectors in terms of ab) 00 and 01 from 10 and 11, and input b can distinguish 00 and 10 from 01 and 11. The output c can distinguish 01, 10 and 11 from 00. The SPFD of a node/wire can be derived in a multitude of ways depending on its application during logic synthesis. For instance, SPFDs can be computed in a compatible fashion (similar to the compatible don't care computation [13] ) from the primary outputs to the primary inputs [16] . In rewiring applications, the SPFD of a wire (n a , n b ) can denote the minimum set of edges in the SPFD of n b that can only be distinguished by n a (but none of the remaining fanins of n b ) [16] . In all these methods, it is necessary to ensure that the SPFD of a node is a subset of the union of the SPFDs of its fanins. Thus,
where node n o has m fanins {n 1 , ··· , n m }, R i denotes the SPFD of the ith fanin n i and R o denotes the SPFD of n o . The above equation indicates that the "information" at a node has to be a subset of all the information at its fanins. A function f is said to satisfy an
In graph-theoretic terms, f has to be a valid coloring of the SPFD graph of R, i.e. any two nodes connected by an edge must be colored differently. In this paper, we use the automated approach by Cong et. al. [5] to synthesize a twolevel AND-OR network for the function f of some given node so that it satisfies the given SPFD R. Thus, the set of minterms that belong to the onset of the node are derived from R (note that no two minterms that must be distinguished in R can belong to the onset) and imaged onto the local fanin space of the node. This image function gives the function f that satisfies R. The minterms that are not represented in R can be used as don't cares to simplify f .
Approximating SPFDs
SPFD computations represented by BDDs [2] may suffer from memory explosion problems for large circuits [16] . A recently proposed SPFD computation with simulation and SAT [20] is memory efficient at representing SPFDs but it may become computationally intensive because every edge in the SPFD of a node/wire is computed.
One way to reduce the complexity of representing and computing SPFDs is to approximate the SPFDs. An approximated SPFD represents a subset of the edges of the original SPFD. This is done to alleviate the memory and runtime problems of formal approaches. A non-trivial problem is figuring out a good subset of edges to pick when approximating the SPFD. We show that logic rectification operations, where only a small portion of the circuit is being changed, are well served by approximate SPFDs.
To see this, it is instructive to think of rectification as a pair of "error/correction" operations. This is indeed the case for DEDC [9] [17], EC [11] and, more recently, rewiring, that was also expressed as a debugging process [18] . The actual resynthesis (correction) consists of a set of existing netlist wires that need to be added as fanins to the node. Once this set is found, according to the theory of approximate SPFDs developed next, the automated algorithm in [5] [19] can be used to resynthesize the design at that location and provide a broad range of powerful modifications not available in predefined dictionary models.
The set of edges represented by the approximate SPFD can be chosen depending on the "error" in the circuit, which is also a metric for the "amount" of rectification needed. Different errors at the same node would result in a different set of edges being chosen to approximate the SPFD. The circuit containing the error is simulated using a set of primary input vectors V chosen so that the error can be observed at the primary outputs for some of the vectors. A set of SPFD edges that specifies the minterm pairs that need to be distinguished in V × V in order to correct the error forms the approximate SPFD for the erroneous node. In other words, the aSPFD of a node considers what needs to be distinguished only for a subset of the primary input vectors V . Since it stores less information than gSPFDs, it is inherently less expensive to represent, manipulate and compute.
Next, we describe a procedure to compute aSPFD for the circuit nodes using test set V . In practice, V contains 2,000 tests for the IS-CAS'85 circuits and includes vectors that fail (produce a difference at one of the outputs) and ones that do not. In the experiments, V contains vectors with high stuck-at fault coverage but other methods, such as simulation and verification, to obtain V can be used [6] . Assume that the original circuit (specification) is denoted as C c and the erroneous circuit C e . Let n err denote the erroneous node in C e , i.e. the node that needs to be corrected to make C e equivalent to C c . The aSPFD of n err and the remaining nodes are computed differently. This is due to the fact that the aSPFD of n err should capture information about the error that needs to be fixed and the aSPFDs of the remaining nodes represent what they can distinguish. The aSPFD for n err is computed as follows:
1. Simulate the correct circuit C c and the erroneous circuit C e using the V set of vectors.
2. Let V c denote the vectors for which all outputs of C c are equal to their respective outputs of C e . Let on(V c ) denote the vectors in V c for which n err is equal to 1 in C e and o f f (V c ) denote the remaining vectors (for these vectors n err is equal to 0 in C e ).
3. Let V e denote the vectors for which an output of C c is not equal to the corresponding output of C e . Let on(V e ) denote the vectors of V e for which n err is equal to 1 in C e and o f f (V e ) denote the remaining vectors (for these vectors n err is equal to 0 in C e ).
4. The approximate SPFD of n err states that the minterms in on(V c ) have to be distinguished from the minterms in on(V e ) and the ones in o f f (V e ) have to be distinguished from the ones in o f f (V c ).
Notably, to generate the aSPFD for the erroneous node, both the correct and the erroneous vectors need to be simulated. This is because it is necessary to have both kinds of primary input vectors: ones for which the error is observed at the outputs and ones for which no error is observed. This ensures that the aSPFD of n err contains information on what needs to be corrected and what does not. Let T FO(n err ) denote the transitive fanout of n err . For each node n k ∈ T FO(n err ), the aSPFD of n k distinguishes the onset minterms of n k in V from the offset minterms of n k in V . Thus, the aSPFD of each of these nodes specifies the primary input pairs that each node can (or has) to distinguish in C c and in C e for the vectors in V = V c ∪ V e . This is true because the SPFDs in the two circuits are identical for gates not in T FO(n err ). Since resynthesis cannot use nodes in T FO(n err ) as they create combinational feedback, it is not necessary to compute the aSPFDs for these nodes. Table 2 where the dotted line is not a wire of the original design. The gSPFD of the output z in the sample circuit in terms of primary inputs is shown in Figure 3 Table 2 shows the logic value of z after the modification.
EXAMPLE 1. Figure 2 depicts a sample circuit for the truth table in
The gSPFD of the primary output of the modified circuit z mod in terms of primary inputs is shown in Figure 3 Figure 4(a) . It is approximate since it only contains a subset of the complete information about SPFDs that z mod needs to distinguish and maintain correct functionality. For instance, to ensure that z mod is equivalent to z, it will also be necessary to distinguish 110 from 000. However, this information is not contained in the aSPFD of z mod derived using the vectors {001, 100, 101, 110, 111}. The aSPFD of b, which is in the fanin cone of z mod , for the same set of primary input vectors is shown in Figure 4 
(b).
The penalty when approximating SPFDs is that once resynthesis is done, the circuit has to undergo formal verification. This is because aSPFDs do not contain the complete information about what the nodes need to distinguish but only a subset of it that is contained in V . In DEDC and EC where the specification acts as a "black box" and has no 4C-1 structural similarity to the netlist, a full blown verification step [6] [8] (i.e., equivalence checking) is already mandatory since the error location is unknown [17] . In rewiring, an order of magnitude faster dedicated formal verification step is usually performed since the locations of both the error and the correction are known [3] [10] [18] .
Experiments show that aSPFDs based on a set of vectors V with 2,000 tests provide a good approximation for the design functionality because the transformations pass formal verification in most (80-90%) cases. Intuitively, this is partly because the error effects are limited to a small region and the aSPFD construction at the erroneous node can be manipulated in ways that correct the error with a high degree of probability. In addition, the mapping from the primary input space to the local fanin space of the error location is typically many-to-one. Consequently, a primary input minterm pair (m a , m b ) that is missing in the aSPFD may still be covered. This could happen if its image (y ad , y be ) in the local fanin space is the same as the image of a minterm pair (m d , m e ) present in the aSPFD. In other words, some of the primary input minterm pairs get distinguished for free. This is particularly likely to happen in scenarios where there aren't too many minterms pairs that need to be distinguished to correct the error at the first place.
Automating Rectification
The proposed rectification procedure seeks to re-implement location n err using one or more additional fanins so that C e implements the same function as the original circuit C c . This location n err is suspect for correction in DEDC, rewiring, EC etc. The theory of approximate SPFDs developed in the previous section can be used to find these additional fanins as well as the new function desired at n err .
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code to find a set of fanins for n i . The basic idea is to compute the aSPFD of n err (w.r.
, where e i ∈ E, the set of nodes that are not in T FO(n err ) and whose aSPFDs w.r.t V contain e i are inserted in
Cover(e i ). Finally, a minimal set S of nodes from Cover is selected such that at least one node in Cover(e i ), for each
, is contained in S. A new function is implemented at n err using the nodes in S as additional fanins according to the methodology described by Cong et al. in [5] . If the new function does not pass verification, a new set of nodes is selected from Cover and the process is repeated. LEMMA 1. The aSPFD of a node n k ∈ C e , where n k ∈ T FO(n err ), is a subset of the gSPFD of the corresponding nodeñ k in C c .
Proof: Suppose, towards a contradiction, it is not true. Then, there exists an edge e = (m 1 , m 2 ) that belongs to the aSPFD of n k in C e and does not belong to the gSPFD ofñ k in C c . Thus, m 1 and m 2 both belong to either the onset or the offset ofñ k in C c . Assume, they both belong to the onset. Since n k ∈ C e is identical to the corresponding nodeñ k ∈ C c , m 1 and m 2 have to produce the same values at the output of n k as at the output ofñ k . Thus, m 1 and m 2 both belong to the onset of n k . Hence by construction, (m 1 , m 2 ) cannot belong to the aSPFD of n k . LEMMA 2. Each edge in the aSPFD of a node n k ∈ C e , where n k ∈
T FO(n err ), is contained in the aSPFDs of one or more of its fanins.
Proof: Assume it is not true. Then, there exists at least one minterm pair (m 1 , m 2 ) ∈ R appx k not belonging to the aSPFDs of the fanins in n k .
By Lemma 1, the aSPFD of n k in C e is a subset of the gSPFD of the corresponding nodeñ k in C c . Equation 3 states that each edge in the gSPFD ofñ k has to be contained in the gSPFDs of one or more of its fanins. Since n k and its fanins implement the same function in C c and C e , the gSPFD ofñ k and its fanins in C c are identical to the gSPFD of the corresponding nodes in C e . Thus, (m 1 , m 2 ) is contained in the gSPFD of n k and at least one of its fanins in C e . Hence, by construction, (m 1 , m 2 ) has to belong to the aSPFDs of one of the fanins of n k . Figure 2 Compute the aSPFD of n err and n k ∈ T FO(n err ) in C e .
EXAMPLE 2. Example 1 illustrates that the aSPFD of z mod is contained in the aSPFD of b. If b is used as an additional fanin of z mod (dotted wire in

5:
Set Candidate := T FO(n err ) 6:
where {n 1 , ··· , n k } are the fanins of n err in C e
7:
for all e i ∈ E do 8:
Cover(e i ) := 9:
for all n k ∈ Candidate do 10:
Add n k in Cover(e i ) if R appx k contains e i 11:
end for 12: end for 13:
Select a minimal set of nodes (if one exists) from Cover such that at least one node is in Cover(e i ) for each edge in E and re-implementing n err with the the fanins of n err and the nodes in Cover(e i ) makes C e equivalent to C c .
14: end procedure
Next, we describe two approaches that find the set of nodes that can be used as additional fanins to n err for correcting the error. One is SATbased and it finds the optimal answer in terms of number of fanins. The other is a greedy one that uses heuristics.
SAT-based Automated Rectification
We turn Step 13 of the correction Algorithm 1 into an instance of a Boolean SAT problem [7] [12] [15] . Give the erroneous node n err and the aSPFDs of n err and the nodes that are not in its transitive fanout in C e , the SAT instance Φ err is set up as follows: Each node n i in C e is associated with a variable v i . Two types of clauses are added to Φ err :
• Covering Clauses: Each edge e j in the aSPFD of n err is converted to a clause c j . If the aSPFD of n k ∈ T FO(n err ) contains e j , then c j has the variable v k .
• Blocking Clauses: For each node n k ∈ T FO(n err ), Lemma 2 states that the aSPFD of a node is a subset of the union of the aSPFDs of its fanins. Thus, it is not necessary to add a node to S once all its fanins are included in S. Thus, for each node n k ∈ T FO(n err ), the following clause is added:
where {n 1 , ··· , n m } are the fanins of n k and v new k is a new variable that becomes 1 when all v i , 1 ≤ i ≤ m are 1. This new added variable can get an implied value but it cannot be assigned by the decision process of the solver itself.
Given a satisfying assignment for Φ err , a node n k is added to the set S, if v k = 1. The covering clauses ensure that S can cover all the edges in the aSPFD of n err . Blocking clauses reduce the possibility of the same set of edges being covered by multiple nodes in S. If the function derived by the satisfying assignment from the set S = {v 1 , v 2 , ··· , v n } does not qualify formal verification, then {v 1 + v 2 + ... + v n } is added as a blocking clause to Φ err and the SAT solver is invoked again to find another candidate transformation. With respect to Examples 1 and 2, the covering clause is Φ C = (b + e) and the blocking clauses are
d new is the new variable introduced by the algorithm. Note, the solver will always come back with an answer (if it exists) as nothing constrains the number of new fan-in wires N to add during resynthesis.
In experiments, we use a pseudo-Boolean constraint SAT solver [7] to return an optimal solution, that is, a solution with the smallest number of new fan-in wires N. The use of a pseudo-Boolean solver is not mandatory and any DPLL-based SAT solver [12] [15] can be used instead. A way to achieve this is to encode the adder/comparator circuitry from [17] in CNF and enumerate values of N = 1, 2,.... This circuitry can be coded using a linear number of clauses w.r.t. # circuit lines. Once translated/added to Φ err , it can enforce that no more than N variables can be set to a logic 1 simultaneously or Φ err becomes unsatisfiable. Constraining the number N in this manner, any DPLL-based SAT solver can return with the answer. When it fails, we increase the value of the guess N and run the solver to find a solution with more wires.
A Greedy Approach
Though the SAT-based formulation can return the minimum set of fanins to resynthesize n err and correct the circuit, experiments show that it may require excessive runtimes. To improve the runtime performance, the following greedy approach to search solutions is proposed:
1. Sort the edges E in the aSPFD of n err according to the number of nodes whose aSPFDs contain each edge.
2. Find the edge e min such that cardinality of N e min , which is the set of nodes whose aSPFDs contain e min , is the smallest.
3. Add S ← S ∪ n k , where n k ∈ N e min and the aSPFD of n k contains the largest set of edges in E.
4. E ← E − {e | e ∈ E and e ∈ R appx k }. If E = , go back to Step 1.
The solutions identified by the greedy approach may contain more wires than the minimum set. However, the experiments in the next section indicate that the greedy approach can achieve similar quality results in terms of the number of wires involved during resynthesis in a more computationally efficient manner.
Experiments
This section presents empirical results using the original benchmark ISCAS'85 circuits. In experiments, each circuit is simulated with a set V of 2,000 input test vectors with high stuck-at fault coverage. Experiments are collected on a Pentium 2.7GHz workstation with 1GB of RAM using the SAT solver from [7] . Motivated by the numbers of Table 1 in Section 2, we quantify the rectification potential of the aSPFDbased algorithms against that of the dictionary-model of [1] and that of the error equation [4] . Table 3 contains the results of experiments where we inject three different types of single errors in each circuit and we try to rectify it. The location and the type of injected errors are randomly selected. We assume that the location n err to be corrected is provided by a fast lineartime diagnosis method [9] . All numbers in that table are averages over 20 experiments/circuit and times are in seconds. Simple errors (suffix "s") involve the addition/deletion of a single wire or a gate type replacement. This error type borrows exact transformations from [1] . Medium complexity errors on a gate, such as multiple wire additions/deletions followed by a gate type change, have a suffix "m". The final error type is the complex one from Section 2 (suffix "c") with multiple errors at the fan-in cone of a gate. This alters the functionality of the circuit the most and presents a challenging rectification task.
Columns 2...6 of Table 3 The next five table columns present specifics about the algorithms of Section 5. Column 7 has the average number of additional wires returned by the greedy algorithm and column 8 has the minimum number of wires reported by the optimal SAT-based approach. We observe that the greedy heuristic performs well when compared to the optimal answer. Since the SAT-based approach may run into run-time problems as the number of new wires increases, it times out ("-") after 1,000 seconds if it does not return with a solution. Column 9 contains the average time for the greedy algorithm to return the first transformation that passes formal verification for a single location and the next column has its average number of solutions per location. Overall, it is observed that the greedy approach provides a fine balance between performance and optimality. Column 11 shows the average gate count for the two-level circuitry introduced by [5] . The gate count is small and the modifications are local to respect the existing engineering effort.
The final two columns of Table 3 contain the percentage of aSPFD transformations that pass formal verification. The first column considers only the very first correction, if any, returned by the greedy approach for each location. The last column contains averages over all corrections returned for a single location. Since there are locations that rectification may return thousands of modifications, the algorithm times out after a limit. We see that the vast majority of the very first corrections returned pass verification, a result that confirms [18] for simulation-based rectification using a dictionary. It also confirms the viability of aSPFDs. Because experiments are centered around rewiring, to formally verify the transformations we use the technique from [18] where a pair of multiplexers is attached at the error/correction location. This simplifies the problem of verification to that of the redundancy of multiple stuck-at faults. Experiments show that this method serves as an excellent platform to verify aSPFD produced transformations. For example, SAT-based equivalence checking step takes 43 seconds (on the average) to verify instances of c5315 whereas the construction in [18] reduces this time to less than 0.4 seconds.
The plot in Figure 5 (a) depicts the number of graph aSPFD edges that increases as the number of test vectors V gets larger. This has an effect on the CNF size and the overall SAT solver performance. In the future, we plan to investigate techniques to reduce the CNF size and speed-up the SAT-based method. Figure 5 (b) has the average time for the greedy method to find the first correction. It is seen that time increases as the number of vectors increases because the new vectors introduce additional constraints the greedy method needs to satisfy. Figures 6 and 7 contain information about the actual transformations. The first graph shows the minimum number of new wires N required (along with the original gate support) for a transformation that passes verification. The number of new wires increases as the error gets more complex, a result that reinforces the need for automated resynthesis approaches such as the one presented here. The second graph shows the number of locations that have transformations that pass verification versus the size of V . As explained in the last paragraph of Section 4, the more vectors available, the more minterms aSPFD will probably cover. As a result, the algorithm in [5] will have a higher probability to correct the design successfully, an observation confirmed by the plot.
Conclusion
We presented a new representation for SPFDs, namely aSPFDs, that uses test vector simulation to approximate their information and avoid any memory/time explosion. We also outlined algorithms that use this new representation to perform rectification for DEDC, EC and rewiring. Experiments show that aSPFDs provide a powerful and dynamic method to resynthesize a design to a new set of specifications where other methods fail. They also encourage further research in automated resynthesis tools using aSPFDs. We plan to extend the work to rectify circuits that require rectifications at multiple locations and sequential circuits. 
